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OEX and XEO

OEX Weeklys and XEO Weeklys

RUT

SPX (incl SPXW) $0.44

SPXpm $0.44

VIX and VOLATILITY INDEXES $0.27 $0.48

F  L

RUT, SPX, SPXW, SPXpm, OEX and XEO

VIX and VOLATILITY INDEXES

Footnote Number

* * * * *

CBOE Market-Maker/ DPM/LMM 

(10)(38)(39)

See Rates to Left

Joint Back-Office

$0.40

$0.20

$0.25 - See CBOE Proprietary Products Sliding Scale

See Rates to Left

C

Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated 
Fees Schedule - October 9, 2015

Options Transaction Fees (1)(3)(4)(7)(15)(32)

Origin CodeProducts

Specified Proprietary Index Options Rate Table - Underlying Symbol List A (34) 

(Also applies to ETH)(37)

Transaction Fee Per Contract by Premium Price

$0.00 - $0.10 $0.11 - $0.99 $1.00+

Origin
AIM Agency/Primary 

(19)

$0.40

$0.35

$0.10

$0.35

See Rates to Left

$0.18

* * * * *

* * * * *

39

For SPXpm, if an LMM (1) provides continuous electronic quotes in at least the lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an ETH allocated class (excluding intra-day add-on series on the 

day during which such series are added for trading) during ETH in a given month and (2) ensures an opening of the same percentage of series by 2:05 a.m. for at least 90% of the trading days during ETH in a given month, the LMM will receive a 

rebate of $1,000 for that month.

See Rates to Left

Professional/Voluntary 

Professional

Non-Trading Permit Holder Market 

Maker (16)

Professional/Voluntary 

Professional/Joint Back-Office

Broker-Dealer (16)

Broker-Dealer (16)

Non-Trading Permit Holder Market 

Maker (16)

M
$0.05

37
Extended Trading Hours (“ETH”) is a separate trading session from Regular Trading Hours (“RTH”) for VIX, SPX, SPXw and SPX[w]pm only.  ETH commences at 2:00AM CST and terminates at 8:15AM CST, and is conducted on an all-electronic trading 

model with no open outcry capability.  ETH is a segregated trading session from RTH, requiring separate access permits and connectivity than RTH, and there is no market interaction between the two sessions.

* * * * *

* * * * *

Footnotes (Continued):

Description

38

For SPX and VIX, [I]if an LMM (1) provides continuous electronic quotes in at least the lesser of 99% of the non-adjusted series or 100% of the non-adjusted series minus one call-put pair in an ETH allocated class (excluding intra-day add-on series 

on the day during which such series are added for trading) during ETH in a given month and (2) ensures an opening of the same percentage of series by 2:05 a.m. for at least 90% of the trading days during ETH in a given month, the LMM will 

receive a rebate for that month and will receive a pro-rata share of a compensation pool equal to $25,000 times the number of LMMs in that class. For example, if three LMMs are appointed in SPX, a compensation pool will be established each 

month totaling $75,000. If each LMM meets the heightened continuous quoting standard in SPX during a month, each will receive $25,000. If two LMM’s meet the heightened continuous quoting standard in SPX during a month, those two LMM’s 

would each receive $37,500 and the third LMM would receive nothing. If only one LMM meets the heightened continuous quoting standard in SPX during a month, that LMM would receive $75,000 and the other two would receive nothing.

$0.30

SPXpm and VIX

SPX (incl SPXw) in ETH Only

AIM Contra (18)

$0.23

Customer (2)

Clearing Trading Permit Holder Proprietary (11)(12)(16)

RUT $0.25 Manual and AIM/ $0.65 non-AIM Electronic

B N W J

OEX, XEO, SPX (incl SPXW), SPXpm, VIX and 

Volatility Indexes


